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Abstract—This paper address the problem of voltage regulation in power distribution networks with deep penetration
of distributed energy resources (DERs) without any explicit
communication between the buses in the network. We cast
the problem as an optimization problem with the objective of
minimizing the distance between the bus voltage magnitudes and
some reference voltage profile. We present an iterative algorithm
where each bus updates the reactive power injection provided
by their DER. The update at a bus only depends on the voltage
magnitude at that bus, and for this reason, we call the algorithm
a local control algorithm. We provide sufficient conditions that
guarantee the convergence of the algorithm and these conditions
can be checked a priori for a set of feasible power injections.
We also provide necessary conditions establishing that longer
and more heavily loaded networks are inherently more difficult
to control. We illustrate the operation of the algorithm through
case studies involving 8-,34- and 123-bus test distribution systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Traditionally, power distribution systems have been engineered as radial networks that carry power from the utility
feeder to the end consumers of electricity. These consumers
are seen as a set of passive loads, and generally, the utility
has no control of their electricity demand, and does not collect
any real-time information from them. In the future, under the
SmartGrid initiative, distribution systems are envisioned to
undergo dramatic transformation in structure and functionality.
Instead of passive demands, buses in the network could include
clusters of households with rooftop solar installations, electric
vehicles, and storage; these generation and storage devices are
commonly referred to as distributed energy resources(DERs).
It has been shown that massive penetration of rooftop solar can
cause voltages to rise in the distribution system, while largescale deployment of electrical vehicles can cause voltages to
drop [1], [2]. The objective of this paper is to address this
voltage regulation problem.
Voltage regulation in distribution networks is traditionally achieved via tap-changing under-load transformers and
switched capacitors; however, while ensuring that voltage
requirements are met, the setting of these devices might not
optimal, in the sense that they may not minimize the thermal
loss or some other objectives. On the other hand, by relying on
a cyber-infrastructure for sensing, communication, and control,
it is also possible to utilize DERs with capability to provide

reactive power for optimal voltage regulation (see, e.g., [3]
and the references therein). Unfortunately, the current speed of
installation of DERs far outpaces the deployment of the cyberinfrastructure.1 For example, most distribution networks in
California have not implemented real-time two-way communication between DERs and the utilities, but the state already
has 2900 MW of installed capacity [4], enough for about
600,000 households. Therefore we are faced with a situation
where DERs are already in the distribution network with no
communication network to coordinate them. Thus, an urgent
question arises: in order to utilize DERs for voltage regulation
in distribution networks, how should they be managed with no
communication or very limited communication between the
buses in the network?
In our setting, we assume each bus can measure its own
voltage magnitude, active and reactive power injections, but
cannot communicate with other buses in the network. The
available control action at a bus is the adjustment of its active
and reactive power injections. Altering the active power injection at certain buses corresponds to demand response (DR)
actions. Because of economical and regulatory considerations,
dynamic DR is difficult to implement without a communication network; therefore, in this paper we only consider reactive
power injections at each bus as the main control knob for
DER-based voltage regulation. We assume that reactive power
can be provided by, e.g., the power electronics grid interfaces
of rooftop solar installations [5], [6].
In this paper, we propose a method for voltage regulation
that relies on the local control actions2 of reactive-powercapable DERs. We provide sufficient conditions such that
local control is guaranteed to be successful in maintaining
any specified voltage profile. We also provide conditions on
the network topology and active power injection regions that
shows when local control cannot maintain voltage stability
in the system. We arrive at our results by casting the voltage
regulation problem as an optimization problem, and investigate
the conditions under which optimality can be achieved without
communication between the buses.
1 The advanced metering infrastructure (e.g. smart meters) transmit their
information on a daily bases and are not used for real-time communication.
2 We call the control actions local control actions to emphasize that only
local information is available at each bus.

The problem of voltage regulation in distribution networks
has received considerable attention in recent years. Centralized
algorithms have been proposed in [7]–[9] and decentralized
algorithms have been proposed in [3], [10]–[12]. For the
latter, communication is generally assumed to be possible
between subsets of the buses (e.g., [3] provides a distributed
optimization algorithm that adheres to neighbor-to-neighbor
communications, and [11] can choose different communication
topology using an approximate model for power flow). In
contrast, our proposed algorithm does not rely on a communication infrastructure. A related questions in context of voltage
stability has been studied in [13].
This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the
notations and the power system distribution model adopted
throughout the paper. Section III gives the main algorithm.
Section IV-B provides convergence analysis of the algorithm.
Section V provides case studies, and Section VI concludes
the paper. The proofs of the main results are provided in the
Appendix.

value Pi∗ . We formulate the voltage regulation problem as the
following feasibility problem:
find q
s.t.

p + jq = diag(vv Y ),

1

(1b)
(1c)
(1d)

where (1c) corresponds to the fact that active powers are fixed,
and the equality constraints in (1d) correspond to the power
flow equations. That is, we seek to find a reactive power
injection vector q such that the voltages are at their desired
levels. The feasibility of (1) can be decided by the following
optimization problem:
n−1
X

(|Vi | − Viref )2

(2a)

s.t. Pi = Pi∗ , i = 1, . . . , n − 1

(2b)

min
q

i=1

V0 =

II. M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
This section introduces the power distribution system models and also provides the formulation of the problem. Consider
a distribution network with n buses. Today, most power
distribution systems operate as radial networks connected to
a single feeder [14]; therefore we model the network as a
connected tree rooted at the feeder. By convention, the feeder
is labelled as bus 0. The distance from bus i to the root (bus
0) is the number of vertices on the unique path from bus i
to the root. The depth of the tree is the maximum of the bus
distances to the root.
Let Vi = |Vi |e(jθi ) denote bus i complex voltage, and
define vector v = [V0 V1 . . . Vn−1 ]T ∈ Cn . Let Ii , Pi and Qi
denote, the complex current, active and reactive power injections at bus i, respectively; and define i = [I0 . . . In−1 ] ∈ Cn ,
p = [P0 . . . Pn−1 ] ∈ Rn ,and q = [Q0 . . . Qn−1 ] ∈ Rn . Let
s = p + jq denote the complex power. The active powers in
a distribution network are typically constrained by upper and
lower capacity limits, i.e., of P i ≤ Pi ≤ P i , where the upper
and lower bound are determined by by the types of devices at
bus i. Let P = {p ∈ Rn−1 : P i ≤ Pi ≤ P i } be the feasible
region formed by the bus injections (see [15], [16] for more
detailed discussions).
Given two connected buses i and k, let yik = gik − jbik
denote the admittance of the transmission line between them,
and let Y be the bus admittance matrix [17]. Then, the
complex power injections are related to the voltage by s =
diag(vvH YH ), where (·)H denotes the Hermitian transpose,
and the diag(·) operator returns the diagonal if the argument
is a square matrix or a diagonal matrix if the argument is
a vector. We are interested in regulating the voltage in the
ref
distribution network, so let V0ref , V1ref , . . . , Vn−1
be the set
of reference voltage magnitudes that we are interested in
tracking. We assume that the feeder behaves as an infinite
bus, thus V0 = V0ref . We assume that bus i can control its
reactive power, whereas the active power is set at a prescribed

(1a)

|Vi | = Viref , i = 0, . . . , n −
Pi = Pi∗ , i = 1, . . . , n − 1
H H

V0ref

(2c)
H

H

p + jq = diag(vv Y ),

(2d)

where the feeder bus (bus 0) always holds its voltage to be at
V0ref . The objective function means that the system is trying
to minimize the deviation of the voltage magnitudes to their
reference values. The feasibility problem in (1) has a solution
if and only if the optimal value of the optimization problem
(2) is 0.
It turns out the objective function in (2a) is not easy to
analyze. We rewrite (2) with a new objective function as:
min
q

n−1
X

|Vi |2 − (Viref )2

i=1

2

s.t. Pi = Pi∗ , i = 1, . . . , n − 1
V0 =

V0ref

(3a)
(3b)
(3c)

H

H

p + jq = diag(vv Y ),

(3d)

Intuitively, the reason that (3a) is much easier to handle than
(2a) is that |Vi | is not differentiable with respect to q but |Vi |2
is. The rest of the paper presents a local control algorithm to
solve (3).
Remark: In this paper we do not consider the constraints
on bus reactive power injections q. In an earlier work, where
limited communication is present, all constraints were considered [3]. The next step of this work is to incorporate the
constraints on reactive power injections.

A. Uniqueness of Power Flows
Given a power system with n buses, the state of the system
is described by 2n − 1 real numbers: the n voltage magnitude
and n − 1 angles (taking bus 0 to be the reference bus).
This suggests that there are 2n − 1 degree of freedom in the
power system. However, for transmission networks, specifying
the voltage magnitudes and active powers P1 , . . . , Pn−1 is
not enough to determine the state of the system since there
could be multiple angles that result in those active powers

[18]. In contrast, due to the tree structure of a distribution
network [16], specifying voltage magnitudes and active powers
at n−1 buses is enough to fully specify the state of the system.
Therefore we often give the power system state in terms of
voltage magnitude and active power; the corresponding angles
and reactive powers are uniquely specified.
III. L OCAL C ONTROL A LGORITHM
Consider a distribution system that is operating at its reference voltage, i.e., with |Vi | = Viref for i = 0 . . . n − 1.
Denote the corresponding active and reactive injection vectors
by p and q, respectively. Due to changes in renewables and
loads, the active power injections in the system may change
from p to p′ . If the reactive powers stayed constant at q, the
voltage magnitudes are no longer at the reference values. This
section proposes an algorithm to bring the voltage magnitudes
back to the reference values. By adjusting the reactive power,
the algorithm relies purely on local voltage measurements and
does not involve communication among nodes in the network.
To correct the voltage magnitudes, there are n − 1 control
variables: the reactive power injections at all the buses except
the feeder (bus 0). We assume that the problem in (1) has a
solution, or equivalently the optimal value of the problem in
(3) is 0, and we design a local control algorithm that finds the
optimal reactive power injection vector q. Since bus i can only
measure local quantities, we propose the following iterative
update algorithm:
Local Control Algorithm:
• Initialize the system at t = 0.
• At time t, bus i measures |Vi [t]| and makes the following
update:


(4)
Qi [t + 1] = Qi [t] − di |Vi [t]|2 − (Viref )2

for i = 1, . . . , n − 1. Intuitively, a bus should inject more
reactive power to raise its voltage, so di is assume to be
positive (see [12] for a deeper discussion).
• t ← t + 1 and repeat
By a slight abuse of notation, let q = [Q1 . . . Qn−1 ]T since
we do not explicitly control the reactive injection at the feeder.
The matrix version of the update in (4) can be written as

q[t + 1] = q[t] − D |v[t]|2 − (vref )2 ,
(5)

where D = diag(d1 , . . . , dn−1 ) is a diagonal matrix and
the squares are taken component-wise. Note both |v[t]| and
vref are both vectors. We envision the local control algorithm
would run in a continuous fashion to supplement the actions of devices such as tap-changing under-load transformers
(TCULs) and switched capacitors. This local control algorithm
is similar to the first-stage algorithm in [12] where we replaced
|Vi | by |Vi |2 .
IV. C ONVERGENCE OF THE L OCAL C ONTROL A LGORITHM

The convergence properties of the local control algorithm
are investigated in this section. Since the active bus injections
are the parameters in the voltage regulation problem, the

convergence of the algorithm also depends on the prescribed
active power injections. Recall from Section II that P is the
feasible injection region determined by the active bus power
constraints. In this section, we answer the following two
questions:
1) Under what condition can we ensure that the algorithm
converges for every p ∈ P?
2) How does network topology influence the convergence
of the algorithm? That is, for the two networks in Fig.
1 and same active injection vector, does the algorithm
converge for one of the networks but not the other one?
feeder

feeder

(a) Star Topology

(b) Line Topology

Fig. 1. We are interested in how the topology of the network affect the
convergence property of the local control algorithm. We show that it is easier
for the local algorithm to converge on the star network than the tree network.
Therefore the depth of the network limits the convergence of the algorithm.

Since power system planners generally plan for the worstcase scenario, answering the first question would ensure that
the algorithm would work for every possible p and communication is not needed to regulate the voltage. Theorem 2 below
states that it is in fact sufficient to check the convergence of
the algorithm at a single p to ensure the converge for the entire
feasible injection region P.
In section IV-C, we show that the local control algorithm
converges for the star topology under a much broader set of
conditions than for the line topology. Since typical distribution
networks are more like lines than stars, they are in some sense
inherently more difficult to control only using local actions.
Before stating the convergence theorems for the entire P, we
first state the result for a single power injection vector.
A. Convergence for a Power Injection Vector
The local control algorithm shows that we can view the n−1
voltages on the non-feeder buses as a function of the n − 1
reactive power injections at these buses. The active powers
and the feeder voltage can be interpreted as parameters in
this function. From this point of view, we make the following
definition: Let M be the n−1 by n−1 Jacobian matrix where
the (i, k)-th entry is
Mik =

∂|Vi |2
;
∂Qk

(6)

the partial derivative is evaluated at some active power and
voltage magnitudes.
Note that M depends on both values of both the active
powers and voltage magnitudes; however, the variation of M
with respect to voltage magnitude is relatively small over a
wide range of operating conditions [18]. In this regard, we
will always evaluate M at some p and the reference voltage

B. Stability Region
The matrix inequality DM(p) + M(p)T D ≻ 0 is in the
form of a Lyapunov equation, this motivates the following
Definition 1: An active power injection vector is called
stable if there exists a diagonal matrix D such that DM(p) +
M(p)T D ≻ 0. The set of all stable active power injections is
called the stability region and is denoted by Sp .
Deciding the existence of a stabilizing D for a given p
is a convex problem, and can be solved using semidefinite
programming techniques [21]. Theorem 2 below shows how
the stability for the entire region P can be checked.
Given the feasible injection region P, let pmin be the minimum injection vector in P. That is, pmin = [P 1 . . . P n−1 ]
(recall Pi < 0 is the lower bound on the active power injection,
which correspond to the maximum demand). The next theorem
gives a sufficient condition for the stability of P in terms of
the stability of pmin .
Theorem 2: Let pmin be the minimum injection vector. Let
θmin be the corresponding angles when the voltage magnitudes
are at their reference values (recall Section II-A). Suppose
|θmin,ik | ≤ tan−1 (bik /gik ). Then if M(pmin ) is stable, M(p)
is stable for all p ∈ P. That is, P ⊆ Sp .
The proof of Theorem 2 is given in the Appendix. The
significance of the theorem is that it suffices to check the
stability of a single point, and this would ensure the global
stability of the entire P. Thus, in practice it is easy to check
whether P ⊆ Sp and how much demand need to be reduced
to achieve stability under local controls.
The condition on θmin,ik is discussed in detail in [16], and is
equivalent to the thermal constraints on the transmission lines.
They are expected to hold in almost all practical situations.
C. Effects of Topology on the Stability Region
Theorem 2 states that the stability of P is determined by
the minimum injection vector. In this section, we show that
the stability region Sp shrinks as the depth of the network
increases. This shows that long networks are inherently more
difficult to control, or equivalently, a line network is inherently
more unstable than a star network. Due to space constraints,
rather than stating a general theorem, we state a result pertaining to line networks.
Lemma 3: Consider a n-bus homogeneous line network
where every line has admittance 1−j. Then the stability region
of Sp approaches the single point 0 as n goes to infinity.
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Fig. 2. The behavior of voltage magnitudes under the local control algorithm.
Each curve is the normalized voltage, i.e., |Vi [t]|/Viref . All of the curves
converges to 1, which means that all voltages are at their reference.
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magnitudes. To emphasize the dependence of M on p, we
write it as M(p).
The next lemma gives the sufficient condition when the local
control algorithm converges.
Lemma 1: Suppose the optimization problem in (3) has
optimal value 0 (that is, the problem in (1) is feasible). Let
p be the active power injection vector. The update in (4)
converges if DM(p) + M(p)T D ≻ 0, where ≻ 0 denotes
positive definiteness.
The proof is an application of Prop. 2.1 in [19] and is omitted
here (interested reader can refer to the extended version online
[20])
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Fig. 3. The behavior of voltage magnitudes under the local control algorithm.
Each curve is the normalized voltage, i.e., |Vi [t]|/Viref . The demand in the
system is 3.5 times the demand in Fig. 2. Due the heavier loading, the network
becomes unstable under the local control algorithm and experiences large
voltage swings.

This lemma states that as the depth of the network increases,
communication becomes critical in maintaining the voltage
stability of the network. Practical networks often have a large
depth, e.g., the 123-bus system has a depth of 23; therefore,
some communication would likely be necessary for large
distribution networks.
V. C ASE S TUDIES
We analyze the stability of the proposed local control
algorithm for three of the IEEE test feeders: the 8-bus, 34bus and the 123-bus network (see [22] for system data). Since
only one demand point is given in the data, we compute M
at that point. By Theorem 2, all demand vectors less than the
given demand is stable. Table I shows whether the networks
is stable under its current demand.
Networks
Depth
Stable

8-bus
6
yes

34-bus
19
yes

123-bus
23
no

TABLE I
S TABILITY OF THE THREE NETWORK AT THE DEMAND GIVEN IN [22].

We focus on the 34-bus network and demonstrate the action
of the local control algorithm. Figures 2 and 3 respectively
show the voltage magnitudes in the network when the local
action is able to stabilize the voltage and when it fails to do
so. In Fig. 2 the demand is set to be the current demand in

[22], and initially, we vary the voltage randomly by 10 % and
apply the local control algorithm in Section III. The voltage
magnitudes converge to the reference voltages.
The local control algorithm fails to converge once the
demand in the network is increased to 3 times its current value.
In Fig. 3, we increase the demand to 3.5 times the current
demand, and again vary the voltage randomly by 10 % from
its reference value; the figure shows the unstable behavior of
the voltage magnitudes.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we investigated the utilization of reactivepower-capable DERs for voltage regulation in distribution
networks without explicit communications among the buses.
We proposed an algorithm where each bus controls its reactive
power injections sensing only its own voltage magnitude. We
provided sufficient conditions when the algorithm converges
for the entire feasible active power injection region of a
network, and necessary conditions that shows longer and
heavier loaded networks are harder to control using localized
algorithms. We validated our claims in case studies using the
IEEE 34-bus test feeder.
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A PPENDIX
Central to the proofs of Theorem 2 and Lemma 3 is
an approximate analytical expression for M. Following the
notation in [11], let e1 be the n by 1 vector with 1 at the first
component and 0’s everywhere else. Define the matrix X̃ to
be a matrix such that
X̃Y = I − 1eT1
X̃e1 = 0,
where 1 is the all 1’s vector. Lemma 1 from [11] states that
X̃ is symmetrical and uniquely given by
−1
 

Y e1
X̃ 1
=
.
(7)
e1 0
1T 0
By the fact that X̃ is symmetric and X̃e1 = 0, the first row
and first column of X̃ are all 0, and we partition X̃ as


0 0
X̃ =
,
(8)
0 X
where X is the lower n−1 by n−1 sub-matrix. Given vectors
x and y of the same length, we write x/y to mean componentwise division. Given a complex matrix A, A denote the
component-wise conjugation.
The following theorem approximates M in terms of X.
Theorem 4: Given an n bus network, let v be the set of
complex voltages on buses 2 to n. Let q be the corresponding
reactive powers; then
M =2{Im[diag(v)X diag(1/v)]
2

(9)
H

− Re[diag(v)X diag(q/v )X diag(1/v)]}
+ O(1/v3 ).
Since the bus voltage magnitudes in the distribution system
are typically at least 2.4 kV, the last term in (9) is negligible
and can be dropped; therefore, M is approximately
M ≈2{Im[diag(v)X diag(1/v)]

(10)

− Re[diag(v)X diag(q/v2 )XH diag(1/v)] .
The proof of Theorem 4 is given in Section C. The rest of this
section uses Theorem 4 to prove Theorem 2 and Lemma 3.

A. Proof of Theorem 2
First we show:
Claim 5: Given two vectors q ≤ q̃. Suppose M(q̃) is
stable, then M(q) is diagonally stable.
Let D be the stabilizing matrix of M(q̃). By (10),
1/2(DM(q) + M(q)T D)

Multiplying both sides of (12a) by X̃ and looking at the
voltages at bus 1 to bus n − 1, we have v = X conj( vs ) + V0 1,
from which it follows
p − jq
) + V0 1
v = X(
v
= −jX(q/v) + X(p/v) + V0 1
Let

= 1/2(DM(q̃ − q̃ + q) + M(q̃ − q̃ + q)T D)

∂v
∂q

be the Jacobian of v with respect to q, by linearity

= 1/2(DM(q̃) + M(q̃)T D)
2

H



+ 1/2D Re diag(v)X diag((q̃ − q)/v )X diag(1/v)
T
+ 1/2 Re diag(v)X diag((q̃ − q)/v2 )XH diag(1/v) D

(

(a)

< 0,

where (a) follows from q̃ ≥ q.
The next claim finishes the proof.
Claim 6: Let p (q) and p̃ (q̃) be two bus active power
(reactive power) injection vectors. Suppose the usual angle
constraints are satisfied. If p̃ ≥ p, then q̃ ≤ q.
We illustrate the proof for a line network. Let θ (θ̃) be the
angles corresponding to p (p̃). Consider the active power
injection at bus n − 1. Since 0 > P̃n−1 > Pn−1 and θn−1 satisfies the angle constraints, θ̃n−1 < θn−1 and Q̃n−1 < Qn−1 .
Repeating the argument up the tree yields the claim.
B. Proof of Lemma 3
The X matrix is


1
1
1+j 
1
X=

2 

1

1 1
2 2
2 3
2 3

...
...
...
..
.
...

1
2
3



(13)

(14)

i

which can be compactly written in matrix form as
∂v
∂q/v
= diag(1/v i ) − diag(q/v2i )
∂q
∂q

(15)

and


∂v
∂v
.
= −jX diag(1/v) − diag(q/v2 )
∂q
∂q
From (16), we can calculate

∂v
∂q

(16)

by matrix inversion, but
2

it is not useful in deriving an analytical formula for ∂|v|
∂q ;
therefore, we do not explicit solve (16). Instead, we have
∂v ⊙ v
∂|v|2
=
∂q
∂q
= diag(v)







n−1

∂v
∂v
+ diag(v)
∂q
∂q

∂v
)]
∂q
∂v
+ diag(v)[−jX(diag(1/v) − diag(q/v2 ) )]
∂q
= 2 Im [diag(v)X diag(1/v)]


∂v
− 2 Im diag(v)X diag(q/v2 )
.
(17)
∂q
= diag(v)[jX(diag(1/v) − diag(q/v2 )

Since the gains di are positive in (4), a necessary condition
for M to be diagonally stable for M to have a positive
diagonal. From (10),
diag M = 2{Im[diag(X)] − Re[diag(XXH ) ⊙ diag(q/|v|2 ),
where ⊙ denotes component-wise multiplication. Simple calculation gives Im(Xii ) = 2i and
(i − 1)i(2i − 1)
+ (n − i)i2 .
6
Therefore the diagonal of X is positive only if
Re[(XXH )ii ] =

qi
3
≤
.
|Vi |2
(i − 1)(2i − 1) + 6(n − i)i

∂q/v
)ik
∂q

∂v
∂q/v
= −jX
.
∂q
∂q
(1
qi ∂v i /∂qi
if i = k
vi −
v 2i
=
qi ∂v i /∂qk
−
if i 6= k
v2

(11)

Since all buses are withdrawing point, for at least one i, qi ≥ 0.
So qi → 0 as n → ∞.
C. Proof of Theorem 4
The state of a power system can be represented by the
following set of equations:
i = Yv

(12a)

v ⊙ i = s.

(12b)

Substituting (16) into the second term of (17), we obtain


∂v
Im diag(v)X diag(q/v2 )
(18)
∂q
= Im{diag(v)X diag(q/v2 )·


2 ∂v
jX(diag(1/v) − diag(q/v ) ) }
∂q


2
= Im j diag(v)X diag(q/v )X diag(1/v) + O(1/v3 )


(a)
= Re diag(v)X diag(q/v2 )XH diag(1/v) + O(1/v3 )
(19)
where (a) follows from the fact X is symmetric and Im(jz) =
Re(z) for complex z. Combining (17) and (19) gives Theorem 4. Compared to [11], (9) is a more accurate version of
M. In [11], M is simply approximated to be 2 Im[X].

